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Featuring a brand new fantasy story and a sublime RPG
system, “A Realm Between Realms” is a vivid fantasy

action RPG created by Yosen Matsuoka (Deus Ex, Thief,
Inazuma Eleven, 999) and includes elements that are

very dear to his heart. With the detailed background of
the world of Elden and an original myth and storyline,
players can create their own character and explore a
myriad of different scenarios. In doing so, they will

discover a new world filled with intrigue and
excitement where you can enjoy the joy of discovering

new and exciting things. Players can fully customize
their characters by equipping a variety of weapons,

armor and magic, and develop their own unique
combat style, or raise a squad of highly-skilled knights
and gather together powerful Elden Lords to create an
unstoppable force. THE STORY OF “A Realm Between

Realms” The World of Elden The Lands Between A
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Fantastic Fantasy RPG Thousands of years ago, there
were only three races: Elves, Dragons and Humans. In
the far northern lands of the world was the kingdom of
the Elves, ruled by a vast royal family. In the eastern

lands was a holy land called the Dunes of Pemba,
where the Dragons dwelt. And in the far eastern lands
were the kingdoms of Humans, ruled by a mysterious
woman. However, the three races eventually became

locked in a struggle of war. As a result, an epic war that
would test the strength of all of these peoples began.
The war devastated the lands and caused the ancient
continent of Alturia to split apart. After the war, the

races began to rebuild their land, but they were once
again swept up in a war. And the conflict continued… A

Realm Between Realms The epic fantasy action RPG
that lives on in your memories “A Realm Between

Realms” puts a new perspective on the history of the
world. Elden Ring A fantasy action RPG that lives in

your memories In a fantasy world that was once full of
peace and prosperity, A Realm Between Realms takes
place. ØŌMEN Non-linear story unfolds as you explore
the past, present and future. ØŌMEN Enters into the

World of Elden In the far northern kingdom of the Elves,
the war between humans and dragons stretches back

for thousands of years. The Elves, pushed to their limits
by a war against the
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Play as an original fantasy hero traveling the lands between, power-ups, an original story, and the vast world.

Features:

Original Story in which a fantasy hero is born when a man dies
Create Your Own Character, Customize the appearance, and develop it according to your play style.
Set out to complete the Forbidden Kingdom of the Elden Ring and see a number of scenes and
adventures.
Draw on the deck during the fight! Fan out with the bow!
Combat System

Wonderfully detailed enemy reactions that alter each time you fight
You can compete for high score with an invincible mode for just you and your friends.
Various battle weapons and magic spells at your disposal
Versatile shield waiting to be used
Absorb and use enemy attack frames
You can condition your body and skills so that the enemy takes several hits by a single blow!
Enjoy the thrill of a battlefield full of the chaos of battle gameplay!
Use a variety of attack details to raise the vitality of the enemy!
Wield a variety of armor and Magic medals in addition to weapons
Defeat bosses, mysterious monstrosities, and complete dungeons and level buildings
Fight with a large number of characters you’ve encountered along the way
Online ranking features
Win points and get rewards by defeating bosses!
The go east cross map, where home and away match play are integrated
Home and away match, where you can progress even if you lose
Matching with friends who are offline, and even those on the same device!

Antagonist System
Dramatic battles and powerful bosses
Battle with various type of bosses throughout the story
Battle several stages with your strongest character
Random bosses of various conditions can be battled with several different characters
Brilliant animations, gorgeous graphics and high quality sound
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